Module Overview

About Us

Our PROVYS Rights module can support your content
purchase and supervise your content utilization.

We build and maintain software products and services,
and support our partners and clients in broadcasting and
non-linear media. We create long-term relationships with our
clients, business partners and professionals. We deem the
relationships with our clients to be of the highest value as our
mission is to provide “Efficiency with a human face”, through
predictability, professionalism, and open communication.
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The PROVYS Rights module offers end-to-end process
coverage of content handling by the acquisition and content
sales departments:
〉〉 prospecting (including benchmarking)
〉〉 purchase and sales contract management
〉〉 linear and non-linear rights administration
(including intellectual property rights)
〉〉 rights utilization across the platforms
〉〉 internal and external rights sale
We help you with the financial management in each process:
〉〉 nominal rate of return calculation
〉〉 cashflow planning
〉〉 amortization, write-offs and resales
〉〉 inventory and stock reporting
PROVYS Rights perfectly assists the content utilization
processes including linear broadcast operations, non-linear
content distribution and content production. Since the module
is an integral part of the whole all-in-one solution, we can help
you analyze your content library and make the best choices
during both acquisition and scheduling. We have designed
ingenious filters which enable searching across the system, so
you do not miss any important facts or conditions. And finally,
we provide the tools to optimize schedule volume, cost and
duration.
PROVYS Rights is the best choice for all of you who keep an
eye on the broadcasting rights and their utilization.

We are a highly motivated team of professional software
developers, consultants and technicians dedicated to improving
broadcast operations. Our specialists provide PROVYS products
and expertise based on many years of experience working
on projects to meet customer requirements. We also offer
consultancy services to optimize your workflow processes
during the analytical stage of the project.

“Nothing compares to our
Rights management!”
Karolína Pikorová
Programmer, PROVYS

We always say PROVYS is an All-in-One Solution. It is one
system working in one database that can cover all your needs
when managing your TV channels. But it is a modular solution.
Every customer is unique and we prefer to deploy a solution
that corresponds to your current needs. That is the main reason
we introduce six modules that are present in the PROVYS
All-In-One Solution.
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Maximise your rights utilization!
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